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Citations should be used as a guideline and should be double checked for accuracy. Besides fresh citation
examples, updated lists of reference works, and an improved typographic design, the new edition offers the
following changes: A chapter on plagiarism explains what this offense is, why it should be taken seriously,
and how good research practices prevent unintentional plagiarizing. You know you want to. Citations contain
only title, author, edition, publisher, and year published. Don't tell my husband about the affair. Citation
formats are based on standards as of July  The MLA documentation formats have not been changed in the
sixth edition, but many guidelines have been added or refined. Description The revisions in the sixth edition of
the MLA Handbook focus on the areas of greatest concern to students undertaking research projects today.
Two dozen new annotated illustrations demonstrate how actual print and electronic sources are treated in
research and documentation. My love only deepened this summer when I delved into the handbook to find that
there might be multiple correct ways to cite the same source, as long as one provides enough information for
the reader to find it. MLA handbook for writers of research papers. Be 8th-ed. Oh, MLA, take me now!
Expanded, updated guidelines clarify the use and citation of online materials, including articles from
subscription databases like EBSCO. All of that, along with the delicious removal of opaque punctuation rules,
make our love affair one that will go down in history. I gamely tested describing this style to a student, and to
my surprise, it made sense to him immediately! My love only deepened this summer when I delved into the
handbook to find that there might be multiple co I'm in love with the 8th edition of MLA style. I'm in love
with the 8th edition of MLA style. Admitting that students have brains with which to learn the tools to
construct any citation rather than telling them exactly what to do for every possible combination in every
medium? Some have criticized the reintegration of URLs, but the book is clear that if instructors don't like
them or probably if students don't feel they're necessary for finding a source , just omit them. It began late last
quarter when someone slipped sleek copies of the new guide complete with polyethylene covers into the
tentative, but curious hands of several librarians at work, including yours truly.


